A Revolution™ makes a world of difference.

Fontaine Revolution®

• Pound for pound, the patent pending Revolution is the LIGHTEST, STRONGEST aluminum flatbed on the planet

• Less trailer weight means bigger PAYLOAD opportunity

• Weight reduction and improved aerodynamics deliver better FUEL ECONOMY

• Made possible by proven TECHNOLOGY from the aerospace industry

• It’s a trailer REVOLUTION!
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It’s not a trailer, it’s a revolution... the Fontaine Revolution®

- The first significant design improvement since the dawn of the aluminum trailer—pound for pound, the lightest, strongest aluminum flatbed on planet earth
- Aluminum main beams combine with an extruded aluminum floor to give you maximum support at a lower overall weight
- Unitized construction for greater strength, durability and stability under load
- Friction-stir welding, proven technology from the aerospace industry, for superior structural integrity
- Patent pending siderails are stronger and lighter—Single extrusion routed design resists impact damage better than steel!
- Integrated securement system makes loading and unloading faster and easier—Just slide the modular chain tie-downs into position to safely secure your load
- Exclusive LED lighting package reduces the number of electrical connections by more than 60% for unequalled reliability—Backed by a comprehensive 10-year electrical system warranty!
- Sleek, aerodynamic shape cuts through the air with improved wind resistance
- See all of the advantages of this bold, new design at www.fontainetrailer.com and join the Revolution... only from Fontaine!

Specifications:
- Length: 48'
- Width: 102"
- Loaded fifth wheel height: 49"
- Weight: 8,000 lbs ± 3%
- Concentrated load rating: 60,000 lbs in 4 ft (80,000 lb main beam. GAWR and tire ratings determine payload)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Photos may show some optional equipment.
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